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During the August 11, 2022 Distributed Energy Resources Task Force (DERTF) meeting, 

the development of the Task Force Management Plan, and future meetings were discussed. 
Stakeholders were invited to provide topics for consideration to be added to the management 
plan. Additionally, Stakeholders were asked to indicate interest in leading specific topic 
discussions at future meetings.    

Feedback:  

The OMS DER Work Group appreciates the opportunity to submit feedback regarding potential 
topics to be added to the DERTF management plan. The OMS DER Work Group generally 
agrees with the priorities in the list compiled by the Environmental Sector and would like to 
highlight a few priorities for the DERTF’s consideration. 

1. Meeting Cadence – The OMS DER Work Group strongly supports the restart of the 
DERTF and would encourage flexibility in meeting scheduling to adapt to stakeholder needs 
and FERC actions. While quarterly meetings are an appropriate place to start, MISO should 
not hesitate to move placeholder meetings or schedule additional meetings as stakeholders 
request and as there is content to discuss. As an example, it would be appropriate for MISO 
to move the November 2022 meeting up to September or October 2022 to discuss MISO’s 
response to FERC’s August 12th information request to MISO as well as to set the 
management plan. The OMS DER Work Group appreciates that a DERTF was recently 
scheduled for October 21, 2022. 

 
2. RERRA raised coordination and issues – The OMS DERWG agrees that this is a very 

important priority and recognizes that OMS and individual commissions will need to bring 
forward issues for DERTF consideration and discussion in the future. While not all OMS 
members have created Order 2222 specific dockets and/or may not currently have specific 
issues to discuss in the near term, the OMS DER Work Group expects to stay apprised of 
RERRA developments and will not hesitate to bring challenges that RERRAs are 
encountering to the DERTF as needed.   

 
3. Automated registration review, including building and testing – The OMS DER Work 

Group sees this item as something MISO and its stakeholders could work on even before 
FERC’s action on compliance. An automated process to handle incoming registrations is 
almost certainly going to be needed regardless of changes to MISO’s compliance and also 
has the potential to improve current market products, such as Demand Response. The 
current practice of manually sharing Excel spreadsheets among the RTO, RERRA, DR 
aggregator, LSE, and EDC is not ideal and will become increasingly impractical as DER 
penetration expands and more aggregators are active in this space.   

 
4. Metering data repository establishment coordination with data access requirements – 

Similar to #3 above, the current manual process for exchanging data is not ideal and subject 
to potential errors. For instance, a private customer’s information could potentially be 
released through a simple mistake such as sending information to the wrong email address. 



The data repository concept was raised in past DERTF meetings as a way to track dual 
participation in retail programs and MISO markets and to prevent double counting 
(see MISO Superdeck and August 2021 stakeholder feedback). While this concept was 
ultimately not included in MISO’s compliance filing, it would be an improvement over the 
status quo and could represent an ideal future state. The OMS DER Work Group recognizes 
that more work needs to be done to fully flesh out this concept, particularly on how to 
ensure only the appropriate parties are able to access the necessary data in a secure manner. 
However, the data repository is worth pursuing and is again an item that MISO and its 
stakeholders could work on while Order 2222 compliance is underway.   

This feedback is from an OMS work group and does not represent a position of the OMS Board 
of Directors. 

https://cdn.misoenergy.org/20220317%20DERTF%20Item%2003c%20Compliance%20Framework623453.pdf

